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Luna Bianca

Luna Bianca is one of two moons of Yamatai (Planet). It is visible in Yamatai's sky1).

Luna Bianca is also home to YSS Tsuuken, the first Kisaki-class Starbase2).

History

In YE 29, Luna Bianca was considered a possible construction site for the Hummingbird-class Colony
Ship3).

In YE 33, the Star Army of Yamatai hid a secret fleet, the Central Defense Fleet, behind Luna Bianca in
the Battle of Yamatai4)5).

In YE 34, Luna Bianca shipyards worked on the repairs and refit of Hotaru Star Fortress6)7). The repairs
were completed early8).

There was an incident where the Empress of Yamatai, Empress Himiko I, was attacked at a Christening
ceremony9).

In YE 43, the YSS Tokyo was repaired at Luna Bianca after the Battle Of Glimmergold10).
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Luna Bianca is an airless rocky planetoid covered in brilliant white moon dust and craters. Its habitable
spaces consist of surface and subsurface colony facilities connected by underground rail tunnels11). It has
reduced gravity compared to planet Yamatai12).

Luna Bianca is home to Ketsurui Fleet Yards's Luna Bianca Lunar Shipyards, which helped manufacture
ships like the Takumi-Class Expeditionary Command Cruiser13) and to Miharu Light Industries, which
manufactured the experimental Himiko-class Light Escort and YSS Byakuren.

Saito Space Port, which has a rail station, is located in Ketsurui Saito crater14). Saito spaceport is also
home to The Miles High Hotel15).

The moon's primary spaceport was situated on the outer edge of the Ketsurui Saito crater, with
viewports revealing a fantastic view of the crater's full expanse were arms branched out from the main
terminal, extending into maintenance platforms and docking stations as far as the eye could see
within the depression, with Yamatai's white-and-blue orb above.

The railstation was the opposite way, toward the 'walls' of the crater. From the station, the rail cars
entered a web of tunnels going from the Saito crater to the many other facilities nestled into other
craters. The KZ main development shipyards where MLI had three bays were at Yuki station, nestled
within the nearly as large Ketsurui Yuuki crater.16)

Concourse 48 is where MLI's three shipyard bays (labeled F, G, and H) are located. This was where the
YSS Asamoya was launched. There is a food court on Level 117).

Another location mentioned was Concourse 71, Hangar C18).

Transportation

Luna Bianca is typical reached by shuttle from Starships or planet Yamatai.

People

Luna Bianca is primarily inhabited by workers of Ketsurui Fleet Yards and the Star Army of Yamatai.

Characters

Here's an automatic list of all characters currently in this place (based on structured data from their
character pages).
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RP Opportunities

This is mainly a place where ships get built and repaired.

Local Rumors

Put plot hooks and local rumors in this section.

OOC Notes

Wes created this article on 2024/02/19 11:40 using the namespace template.
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